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Abstract:
The paper is reviewing the influence of European Convention on Human Rights upon Romanian succesional law from several terms or ways of:
This one is reviewed in term of principles of rule of law and subsidiarity, two important principles in European Protection of Human Rights Law, the first one being close connected to rule of law state and authentic democracy and the second one being close connected to state’s involvement in legislative cadre of human rights creation and their respect’s controle, in term of right to respect private and family life, a conditional and interdependent with liberalities and legal and testamentary successions matter right and in term of protection of property, which is including the general principle of right of property’s respect, a real principal right.
This one is reviewed by way of right to marry, which means also right to marry for that matter and to found a family of man and woman which have legal age, by way of equality between spouses, which is gathering way in civil rights and obligations field and by way of general principle of prohibition of discrimination, an european and international principle, too.
The paper is studying the relations between national law and european human rights protection law, a matter mainly regulated in internal law by Romanian Constitution and res interpretata of European Court of Human Rights decisions, which are producing in that term effects erga omnes.
We are suggesting the amendment of European Convention on Human Rights by an Additional Protocol, which is regulating the right to inherit of persons, as a human and a civil right, too
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Introduction
After the Second World War, the concern for protection of human rights in Europe became a major one.
The Western Europe States stood on civil and political rights and the Eastern Europe States stood on economic and social ones.
The Council of Europe had a major role in protection of human rights, which has the purpose “to realize a bigger unity between his members for their ideals protection and fulfillment which are their commun inheritance and to facilitate their economic and social progress “, according to Art.1 Letter a from its Statute.

European Convention for the Protection on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and Protocols to the Convention
European Convention for the Protection on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms was signed beginning from November 4th 1950, in Rome and came into effect on September 3rd 1954.
The Convention was amended by fifteen Protocols: fourteen Protocols and Protocol No.14 bis, pursuant to national law in the Contracting Parties States and human rights and fundamental freedoms development.
From these, there are relevants in succesional matter: Protocol No.1 to the Convention opened for signature in Paris, on March 20th 1952, which is stipulating in Art.1 the protection of property, Protocol No.7 to the Convention opened for signature in Strasbourg, on November 22th 1984, which is stipulating in Art.5 the equality between spouses and Protocol No.12 to the
Convention opened for signature in Rome, on November 4th 2000, which is stipulating in Art.1 the general prohibition of discrimination.

Protocol No.1 was ratified by Romania by Law nr.30 from 1994 published in Romania’s Official Gazette No.135 from May 31th 1994 and amended by Protocol No.11 opened for signature in Strasbourg, on May 11th 1994 and ratified by Romania by Law nr.79 from 1995 published in Romania’s Official Gazette No.147 from July 13th 1995.

Protocol No.7 was also ratified by Romania by Law nr.30 from 1994 and amended by Protocol No.11 and ratified by Romania by Law No.79 from 1995.

Protocol No.12 was ratified by Romania by Law No.103 from 2006 published in Romania’s Official Gazette No.375 from May 2nd 2006.

**Romanian legislation in sucessional matter**

The sucessional matter is subject to the following Romanian legislative acts:

- Romania’s Constitution from 1991, which is the fundamental law, was amended and completed by Romania’s Constitution Revision Law No. 429 from September 18th 2003 published in Romania’s Official Gazette No.669 from September 22nd 2003, republished in Romania’s Official Gazette No.767 from October 31th 2003.
- From ordinary laws there are:
  - Civil Code from November 26th 1864, which came into effect on December 1st 1865, that means Ancient Civil Code, which is also named Code Alexandru Ioan Cuza was published part by part: Art.1-347 in the Official Gazette No.271 from December 4th 1864 and Art.348-1914 in the Official Gazette No.7,8,9,11 and 13 from 1865 and its model is Napoleon Civil Code from 1804.
  - Law No.319 from June 10th 1944 concerning sucessional right of survivor spouse, named also Decree-Law, was published in Romania’s Official Gazette No.133 from June 10th 1944 and rectificated in Romania’s Official Gazette No.142 from June 21th 1944.


Civil Code from 1864 was abrogated on October 1st 2011, excepted art. 1169-1174 and 1176-1206 which were abrogated when Law No. 134 from 2010 concerning Civil Procedure Code, entered into force, on February 15th 2013, by Law No.71 from 2011.

Law No.319 from June 10th 1944 is complexe, even if it is brief. All this law is regulating successional matter. Civil Code from 1864 did not acknowledged for the survivor spouse an equal legal regime with deceased’s relatives. He or she came to inheritance after 12th degree relatives, before entering into force of Law No. 3581 from 1921 concerning progressive tax on inheritances and after 4th degree relatives, after entering into force of Law No. 3581 from 1921. Survivor spouse had an uncertain and unfavourable situation. By exception poor widow who came to inheritance in concurrence with the descendants had an undivided usufruct right for life, or an undivided quota of ¼ in undiminished property, when she came to inheritance in concurrence with the other deceased’s relatives. Law No.319 from 1944 had improved survivor spouse’s legal situation.

Law No.319 from 1944 was also abrogated on October 1st 2011, by Law No.71 from 2011.

Civil Code from 2009 came into effect on October 1st 2011. According to Art.91 Law No.71 from 2011, New Civil Code is applied on successions opened after entering into force of this New Civil Code, that means October 1st 2011. Conditions to inherit, general principles of successional devolution, rights of inheritance including heirs number and quality, successional quotas, right of successional option, including successional option term, successional transmission and all the others legal institutions of substantial law applied to successions opened before October 1st 2011 are subjects to law which is into force on date when succession is opened and the competence is the subject to new law.

We consider the most important sources of successional law are Civil Code from 1864, Law No.319 from 1944 and Civil Code from 2009.

The influence of European Convention on Human Rights upon Romanian successional law relations in terms of principles of rule of law and principles of subsidiarity

Principles of rule of law are mentioned in Preamble of Convention, but this one does not define it.

These principles are also specified in Preamble and Art.3 from Statute of the Council of Europe, but this one either does not define it.

Rule of law is sitting on commun patrimony of Member States of Council of Europe of moral, legal, political and social values.

Closely linked to state of rule of law and genuine democracy, these principles are a national and european value, without which protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms could not be achieved.

Even if these are not included in Convention’s object and purpose, these are "constitutive elements of moral commun patrimony of Member States of Council of Europe."1

Rule of law involves authorities constitution and working according to law, respect of law by public authorities and citizens and respect of court orders which are applying the law.

In a word rule of law involves reign of law, where law has the sense of legislation, that means ensemble of legislative acts adopted, entered into force and applied on a state territory.
In terms of rule of law we must review law as source of succesional right.

According to Art.1 Romanian State Alignment 3 of Title I General Principles of Romania’s Constitution, Romania is a rule of law, democratic and social state, where human dignity, citizens rights and freedoms, free development of human personality, justice and political pluralism are supreme values.

According to Art.1 Romanian State Alignment 5 of Title I General Principles of Romania’s Constitution, in Romania respect of Constitution, of its supremacy and laws supremacy are obligatory.

Principles of subsidiarity is resulting from Art.1 of European Convention concerning the acknowledging by Parties States for each person who is subject to their jurisdiction of rights and freedoms regulated by Convention.

These principles involve there are States who must first of all take measures on creation of framework of human rights and fundamental freedoms and of controle of these rights and freedoms respect by national public authorities.

European Court of Human Rights is exercising a subsidiary controle on taking and applying these measures on national level.

According to Art.11 International Law and National Law Alignment 1 of Title I General Principles of Romania’s Constitution, Romanian state is obliged to execute exactly and with good faith his obligations corresponding to treatees to which is part in.

We consider the european controle is a corollary of national controle.

Controle on national level concerning respect of these rights is exercised by national courts, according to internal law.

Controle on european level concerning protection of these rights is exercised by European Court of Human Rights, corresponding to European Convention on Human Rights and Rules of Court from Strasbourg which incorporate the amendments made by the Plenary Court on April 2nd 2012 and entered into force on September 1st 2012.

In succesional right they have taken measures concerning regulating human rights which are connected with succesional matter.

The fundamental principles of civil law connected with the succesional matter are:

- Principle of property involve the respect of it and this one is the most important real right of human being.
- Principle of equality in front of law involve all the persons are peer subjects to the law.

**The influence of European Convention on Human Rights upon Romanian succesional law relations by way of right to respect for private and family life**

Art.8 of Convention is regulating right to respect for private and family life. This article must be corroborated with Art.12 of Convention and Art.14 of Convention. The protection is concerning private life, family life, domicile and correspondence of right’s titular.

This right has a limit stipulated by Convention: the authorities implication is allowed only in specially conditions expressly stipulated: the involvement must be regulated by law, the measures must be necessary in a democratic society for national security, public safety, economic country prosperity, order’s defense and criminal offence’s prevention, health and morality’s protection, or other persons rights and freedoms protection.

Right to respect for private and family life is a conditional right, not a intangible one.

The “private life” term is an european autonomous notion. Its sense is compelxe and is including the following:

First of all it is entering in that concept "physical and moral person’s integrity”.

Secondly it is including “person’s right to establish and to develop relations with his fellow creatures”.

Its first component is personal life and the second one is social life, and both of them are lying in close connection. They are adding a third component –right to a healthy environment.

There are right to private life and right to personal life which are interdependent with succesional matter, by person’s right to identity.
This one is including the person’s right to meet his or her ascendants, which is very important in ability to inherit and title to inheritance field.

Establishment of filiation is determining ability to inherit and title to inheritance of persons towards their ascendants and contestation of filiation is determining inability to inherit and lack of title to inheritance towards them.

The Convention does not define family life.

This notion is including personal connections between parents and their children, only biological connection between them being insufficient.

“Child’s interest is primary important respecting all problems concerning children committing” in case of parents divorce or of special situations.

There are also subjects of Art.8 from Convention adopted children and adoptive parents.

In the Case Pini and Bertani and Manera and Atripaldi versus Romania , by Decision from June 22th 2004, European Court of Human Rights reminded that adoption relations are subjects to Art.8 from Convention and a legal and real adoption is protected by this text. This is a just and equitable opinion, which is permitting to respect equality between natural and adopted children.

In the Case Marckx versus Belgium , by Decision from June 13th 1979, European Court of Human Rights established that succesions and liberalities field has a close connection with family life, which has a material component. This is the base created by case –law way, for the successional matter to be subject of Art.8 of Convention.

In family life field, title to inheritance, ability to inherit and survivance right are subjects to Art.8 from Convention.

Art.957 Ability to Inherit from Title I General Disposals Concerning Inheritance from Book IV About Inheritance and Liberalities from New Civil Code is regulating in Alignment I ability to inherit. The person who exist on date of inheritance ‘s opening death has the ability to inherit. The conceived unborn child has the right to inherit, with the single condition to born alive, not viable, according to Art.36 of New Civil Code. There is a difference between this rule and the similar rule of French Law, regulated by Art.725 The Qualities Requested to Inherit from Chapter II The Qualities Requested to Inherit: About Proof of Heir Quality from Title I The Inheritances from Book III About Different Ways to Acquire the Property from Civil Code, where there is other single condition to born viable. Of course this condition to be born viable involves to be born alive, but the condition to be born alive does not involve to be born viable. We consider that the French Law is more rigorous that the Romanian Law. According to Alignment 2 the deceased persons whom moment of death we can not establish do not have the ability to inherit. By logical interpretation of this legal text , according to rule Ubi lex non distinguit, nec nos distinguere debemus, we consider there are also subjects of this article the commorients and the codeceased.

Art.962 Title to Inheritance from Title I General Disposals Concerning Inheritance from Book IV About Inheritance and Liberalities from New Civil Code is regulating title to inheritance. A person must have the quality requested by law or designation by legacy to inherit. This incidence is gathering way in legal inheritance field, but also in testamentary inheritance field, in case legatees are also defunct’s relatives which have also legal title to inheritance and in case there are reservatory heirs and legatees are persons out of family.

Art.654 from Chapter I About Qualities Required to Inherit from Title I About Inheritances from Book III About Different Ways to Acquire the Property from Ancient Civil Code is regulating ability to inherit of persons who exist, including ability to inherit of unborn conceived child born alive and inability to inherit of persons who does not exist. There is no change of this rule.

“Family life has a close connection with succesional and liberalities between germane relatives field”

Art.986 Legacy from Section I from Chapter I Commun Disposals from Title III The Liberalities from Book IV About Inheritance and Liberalities from New Civil Code is defining the legacy: it is the liberalry whereby the testator is disposing that to his death one or more legatees acquire all his patrimony, a part of it or some special goods. From this definition are resulting the unilateral, personal and mortis causa legacy characters, its beneficiaries and its object.

Art.802 About Donations and Wills from Chapter I from Book III About Different Ways to Acquire the Property from Ancient Civil Code is defining the will, as the revocable, mortis causa act
, whereby testator dispose on his patrimony or goods. From this definition are resulting revocable,
unilateral and *mortis causa* will’s characters and its object.

Successional reserve , excessive liberalities reduction and return of gifts and legacies are
interdependent with family life .Reservatory heirs are always close relatives of defunct, from his
founded family or his family of origin.Establishment of reserve , excessive liberalities reduction and
return of gifts and legacies are in favour of reservatory heirs.

Art.1086 Notion of Succesional Reserve from Section 1 Succesional Reserve and Available
Quota from Chapter IV Succesional Reserve, Available Quota and Excessive Liberalities Reduction
from Title III The Liberalities from Book IV About Inheritance and Liberalities from New Civil Code
is defining the reserve.This is a direct definition.

Art.1089 Notion of Available Quota from Section 1 Succesional Reserve and Available Quota
from Chapter IV Succesional Reserve, Available Quota and Excessive Liberalities Reduction from
Title III The Liberalities from Book IV About Inheritance and Liberalities from New Civil Code is
defining the available quota. This is also a direct definition.

The Ancient Civil Code did not define the reserve and the available quota , but only by
doctrinal way we had the definitions, which are used in the New Civil Code.

Succesional reserve , excessive liberalities reduction and return of gifts and legacies are all of
them institutions that are protecting rights to inherit of reservatory heirs and respect of reserve
constitution.

Art.841 and 843 from Ancient Civil Code amended by Law No.319 from 1944, Art.2 from
Law No.319 from 1944 and Art.1087 from New Civil Code are regulating the same reservatory heirs:
the survivor spouse, the descendants and the parents of defunct. They are all of them close members
of decesed’s family.

“Art.8 from Convention does not impose that a child have the right to a special part of his
authors or close relatives inheritance ”.

Convention “is prohibiting discriminatory treatment between same person’s children”.

Whether if same person’s children are resulted from the same marriage, from different
marriages or outside of marriage, they have equal rights to their parents inheritance.

In this field children from natural filiation, resulted from marriage or outside of marriage,
have the same equal rights as children from civil filiation, that means from adoption, who have been
adopted by de *cujus*.

According to Art.448 from New Civil Code the children outside of marriage who have the
filiation established according to law have the same equal rights towards their parents as the children
resulted from marriage.

The situation was the same after Art.678 from Ancient Civil Code ‘s amendment by Art.63
from Family Code abrogated by Law No.71 from 2011.

The will may include disposals that in many cases are concerning family life: legacies in
favour of family members, division, removal of former testamentary disposals, disinheritances,
assignments to burden to members of family, disposals about obsequies, disposals concerning a child
’s recognition.

Art.1035 Will’s Content from Section 1 General Disposals from Chapter III The Will from
Title III The Liberalities from Book IV About Inheritance and Liberalities from New Civil Code is
stipulating the will ‘s content.The enumeration is sample, not restrictive.The principal testamentary
disposal remains the legacy.

Art.802 from Ancient Civil Code was stipulating only the content of will which concerned
defunct ‘s patrimony.

**The agency of European Convention on Human Rights upon Romanian succesional law
relations by way of protection of property**

Protection of property is stipulated by Art.1 from Protocol No.1 to the Convention.

This article is comprising three norms:

The first norm is stipulating “general principle of respect of property right” .It is instituting
the correlative obligation of State not to disfranchise the property right titular of his right.

The second norm is instituting special limits to property right , which are “possibility to
incapacitate the property right titular (…) of his right” , but in certain conditions which are: in the
public interest and subject to the conditions provided for by law and by the general principles of international law. These conditions provided by Convention are cumulative.

The third norm stipulating “the way to use goods which are the object of property right”10. This one is instituting other limits of property right, but these are conditions towards its according to the public interest or payment of taxes and duties or of other contributions too. These conditions are alternative.

The notion of “good” has “an autonomous sense”11. Lato sensu it is comprising corporeal and incorporeal, movable and immovable goods, real rights, inclusive property right, usufruct right. We consider thereby it is comprising other dismemberments of property right, beside usufruct: use right, habitation right, which are rights with the similar legal nature as usufruct, superficy right and servitude right. This one is comprising right of possession, right of concession, full and by real principal and accessory rights. It is comprising claim rights and patrimonial intellectual creation rights too.

Connection between property field and successional matter is gathering way thereby:

In revendication and restitution of goods field which communist states made itself masters of them, claimants had asked for revendication and restitution in their quality of heirs of goods former owners and in case of admission of their requests, the courts established their quality of goods owners, as heirs of their authors.

In the Case Brumărescu versus Romania, by Decision from October 28th 1999, European Court of Human Rights established that acknowledged by justice and indefeasible property right cannot be avoided. This opinion is in accordance with respect of juridical relations security and property right.

Intestate succession and legacy are some of the ways of acquisition of property right.
They are stipulated by Art.557 Alignment 1 of New Civil Code and Art.644 of Ancient Civil Code.

Intestate succession is an universal title or by universal title way of property right acquisition and testate succession is an universal title or by universal title or by particular title way of property right acquisition. Both of them are a derived and mortis causa and by gratuitous title way of property right acquisition.

The legacy object may be property rights, other real rights and claim rights.

There may be in the successional mass in the intestate succession and in the testate succession property rights, other real rights and claim rights too.

The agency of European Convention on Human Rights upon Romanian successional law relations by way of right to marry

Right to marry is regulated by Art.12 of Convention which is acknowledging right to marry and to found a family of men and women of marriageable age. This article must be corroborated with Art.8 and Art.14 of Convention. The Convention does not apparently limitate this right to marry, but in fact its limit exist by reference to national legislation. This is the one to stipulate marriage conditions. Convention is acknowledging two rights: to marry and to found a family. It is acknowledged only traditional marriage, because this right’s titulars are man and woman, so different bilogical sex persons.

Only monogamous and civil, not religious marriage is subject of Art.12 of Convention, according to states parties tradition.

Marriage is producing effects in ability to inherit and title to inheritance field.

The survivor spouse has ability to inherit and title to inheritance, according to Art.970-971 from Section 1 The Survivor Spouse from Chapter III Legal Heirs from Title I General Disposals Concerning Inheritance from Book IV About Inheritance and Liberalities from New Civil Code and Art.1 and 2 from Law No.319/1944.

Art.12 of Convention is influencing concerning right to inheritance too.

The survivor spouse has ability to inherit and title to inheritance, according to Art.972 from Section 1 The Survivor Spouse from Chapter III Legal Heirs from Title I General Disposals Concerning Inheritance from New Civil Code and Art.1 and 2 from Law No.319/1944.

Art.12 of Convention is influencing concerning liberalities field too, the legatee may be the survivor spouse.

Art.12 of Convention’s agency exist both in intestate and testate succession.
In the Case Johnston and others versus Ireland, by Decision from October 28th 1999, European Court of Human Rights repeated that evolutive interpretation of Convention must be limited to rights stipulated by this text and must not create new rights which are not regulated by it. This praxis may maintain the balance between text and social and juridical relations evolution.

The agency of European Convention on Human Rights upon Romanian sucesional law relations by way of equality between spouses

Equality between spouses is regulated by Art.5 from Protocol No.7 to Convention. This is spouses right which is subject to civil rights and obligations field and exist in spouses relations and spouses and their children relations.

This right’s titulars are consorts, so persons who have a marriage relation between them. Equality exist on two levels: concerning consorts rights and obligations and their parental rights and obligations.

Art.5 from Protocol “is applied as additional text to Convention” and must be corroborated with Art.8 and Art.12 of Convention.

This article is establishing superior interest of child which we consider an european and international principle.

In sucesional matter there are ability to inherit and mutual title to inheritance of consorts and parents towards their children subjects to this text.

Liberalities matter is subject to this article too: spouses may legate by mutual wills one in favour to other or both of them in favour of a third person.

Art.1036 Mutual Will from Section I General Disposals from Chapter III The Will from Title III The Liberalities from Book IV About Inheritance and Liberalities is prohibiting mutual testamentary disposals or in favour of a third person in the same will of two or more testators. By logical interpretation by argument *per a contrario*, it is permitted for two or more person to legate by different personal individual wills mutually or in favour of a third person.

Both intestate and testate successions are subjects to Art.5 from Protocol.

In the Case Hoffman versus Austria, by Decision from June 23th 1993, European Court of Human Rights prohibited treatment inequality between spouses on ground of religious orientation of parents, which has a general and abstract character. This praxis is according to non-discrimination right.

The influence of European Convention on Human Rights upon Romanian sucesional law relations in terms of general principle of prohibition of discrimination

Prohibition of discrimination is regulated by Art.14 of Convention. This one must be corroborated with Art.8 and Art.12 of Convention.

Prohibition of discrimination is an european and international principle.

This text is enumerating the grounds of persons discrimination: sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national minority, property, birth or other status. The enumeration is for example, not a limiting one.

Non-discrimination “is a substantial (...) right”.

Prohibition of discrimination is concerning rights and freedoms acknowledged by Convention.

Right to non-discrimination has a connection with sucesional field in ability to inherit and title to inheritance matter, different heirs right to inherit, testamentary ability too, both in intestate and testate succession.

An important principle of Romanian Civil law is the equality before the civil law, according to Art.30 The Equality before the Civil Law from Title I General Disposals from Book I About Persons from New Civil Code.

In the Case Belgian Linguistic Affair, by Decision from July 23th 1968, European Court of Human Rights fixed that non-discrimination is connected by rights protected by Convention, it is not independent. This praxis is demonstrating that non-discrimination is general, but limited to the rights regulated by this text.

The relations between national law and European human rights protection law

According to Art.20 Alignment 1 from Chapter I Commun Disposals from Title II Rights, Fundamental Freedoms and Obligations from Constitution constitutional disposals concerning rights
and freedoms of citizens will be interpreted and applied in accordance to Universal Human Rights Declaration and conventions and treaties in whom Romania is part.

According to Art.20 Alignment 2 from Chapter I Communal Disposals from Title II Rights, Fundamental Freedoms and Obligations from Constitution in case of no accordance between conventions and treaties in whom Romania is part and national law, the international rules have priority, excepted the situation Constitution and national laws are more favourable.

According to Art.11 Alignment 2 from Chapter I Communal Disposals from Title I General Principles from Constitution treaties ratified by Parliament are sitting in internal law. These disposals of Art.20 and Art.11 of Constitution must be corroborated.

There are the same dispositions concerning Civil Code in Art.4 from Chapter I General Disposals from Preliminary Title About Civil Law from New Civil Code.

There are the following important rules: there must be accordance between internal law and international law, the internal law must be interpreted and applied according to international law, but if the accordance does not exist, the international law has priority before the national law and the treaties ratified by Parliament are sitting in national law.

Res interpretata of European Court of Human Rights decisions

In the Case Dumitru Popescu versus Romania, from European Court of Human Rights Decision from April 4th 2007 is resulting the primordial role of national judge to take necessary measures for Convention’s applying and its priority before the internal law and no applying the internal laws which are not in accordance with it. It is a principles of subsidiarity setting off.

The decisions pronounced by European Court of Human Rights have declarative character and “res judicata”14 between parties.

By way of res judicata they are producing effects only inter partes. But they also “have res interpretata”15.

By way of res interpretata they are producing effects erga omnes.

According to Art.1 of Convention The States parties are obliged to take “general measures to forbid in the future the repeating of infractions of the Convention”16.

Proposal of amendment to European Convention on Human Rights

By this way we are suggesting the amendment of European Convention on Human Rights by an Additional Protocol, which is regulating the right to inherit of persons, as a human and a civil right.

In case of deceased persons who had goods it is important to regulate their juridical situation.

By succession, de cujus patrimony is transmitted to their legal heirs, in the intestate succession or to the testamentary heirs, in the testate succession, or to the state in the vacant succession.

In practice, the problem that faced them it was the right to inherit and by case-law’s way, European Convention on Human Rights acknowledged this right.

That is why we consider it is necessary the expressis verbis regulation of right to inherit on the level of european human rights law.

Conclusion

The influence of European Convention on Human Rights upon Romanian successional law is complex and evolutive. This is interdependent with European Human Rights Law development, Romanian Civil Law upsurge and European Court of Human Rights case law progress.

This influence is gathering way also in european and national legislative field and case law domain.

The context in whom the influence of European Convention on Human Rights upon Romanian successional law is gathering way is the constant development of protection of Human Rights in Europe.
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